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CUTTING-EDGE SOFTWARE DEVELOPER AND 

MANAGED IT SOLUTIONS PARTNER



WHO WE ARE
WHY WORK WITH US?

OUR CORE VALUES

Emageia is a tech company with the core values of unparalleled quality, 
accountability, and transparent pricing. We are a part of Ekta Global, a 
Singapore-based life cycle solutions provider to fintech, e-commerce, and 
digital transformation industries.

Emageia builds cutting-edge web, desktop & mobile applications and 
provides cloud-hosted solutions for enterprises, small businesses, and 
startups around the world. We incorporate proven industrial standards and 
follow rigorous internal processes to ensure unparalleled quality. Our strict 
quality assurance measures are backed by independent testing.

Our comprehensive service portfolio includes custom-developed software 
for business automation, SaaS product development, cloud-hosted IaaS 
solutions, and managed IT services.

We deliver smart solutions enabling our customers to thrive.  

We have a proven track record of delivering high-impact 
solutions that drive client success. We take the time to 
understand your unique business needs and craft the most 
cost-effective, reliable, and flexible solution.

Our best assets are the people who work with us. We mentor our engineers 
and invest in their continuous development. We improve qualifications of our 
team through opportunities for advancement and by cultivating an environment 
of continuous learning.

We equip our engineering teams with the tools and processes to deliver 
seamless solutions.

“Whether you plan to develop software from scratch, or 

modernize your IT Infrastructure, Emageia will help you 

with professionalism and convenience.”

INTEGRITY RELIABLE MERITFAST

Our core values help us stand FIRM (Fast, Integrity, Reliable, Merit). We 
believe in being able to build and support our clients with quick turnaround 
times. We value the integrity and relationship between our staff and our clients. 
Our solutions are stable and reliable.  We take pride in what we do, and believe 
in giving merit to teammates for delivering at the highest standards.
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Our creative web design team and 
developers are here to help build, host and 
manage your website, domain, and provide 
ongoing maintenance. We also help you 
move from legacy email solutions to world 
leading Microsoft Office 365 help and 
manage your email services and accounts.

Website Designing
& Hosting

SOFTWARE & 
MOBILE APPLICATION 
DEVELOPMENT

OUR SERVICES

Our IT development and cloud solutions teams come with a diverse set of 
knowledge, skills and experience across a wide range of programing 
languages, tools, and hosting platforms. Our team includes Business 
Analysts, Project Managers, Software Developers, UI/UX Engineers, Dev 
Ops, System Engineers, IT Support and Quality Assurance Engineers. 

Software & Mobile App
Development

From custom-built web, desktop & mobile 
applications to building Service as a 
Solution applications, our engineers are 
here to bring your ideas to life.

IT Infrastructure Solutions
& Services

Is your business is still running on 
outdated or legacy on-premise IT 
solutions? Are you doing things manually 
or running behind your IT department to 
get things done?  Is time to move to the 
cloud.

We provide white labeled IT support 
services for your business or product. We 
can customize our support plans to fit your 
business requirements, technology scope, 
meaning you have us on call when you 
need us, even if it’s 24/7. 

Managed IT Helpdesk
Services
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IT INFRASTRUCTURE
SOLUTIONS & SERVICES

WEBSITE DESIGNING &
HOSTING

Whether you are rolling out a new business strategy or transitioning from 
an outdated process, Emageia can assess different technology strategies 
to deliver your outcomes. Our engineers are skilled in building highly 
available, redundant, scalable and cost-effective cloud architectures on 
Microsoft Azure and Amazon Web Services.

Our expert web design team is highly skilled and equipped to design your 
dream website including corporate, business, portfolio and e-commerce 
sites.

We build websites on HTML, WordPress, Woo Commerce, Magento, .NET 
or any other web designing technology as required.

Emageia offers customized solutions to address your individual business 
needs. 
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CLOUD SOLUTIONS ROBOTIC PROCESS 
AUTOMATION

If your business is still running legacy systems, use outdated on-premise 
IT solutions, you are running behind your IT department to get things 
done, or your business is still doing things manually, it is time to move to 
the cloud.

At Emageia, we help small businesses to large enterprises grow and stay 
ahead of competition. We provide innovative, leading technology solutions 
which maximize features, benefits and performance. We help improve the 
return on your investments.

Emageia offers tailor-customized solutions to address the business needs  
just right for you!

RPA automates workflow, infrastructure, and back-office processes.  
These software ‘bots’ can interact with software applications, websites or 
user portals. Emageia can develop Artificial Intelligence solutions that 
integrate with third-party tools to increase their value. With our bots you 
can increase both the speed and the accuracy of your business 
processes.
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Human resource management simpler and faster

We built iCONN HRM, a fully SaaS-based Human Resource Management 
solution. Our solution provides businesses the tools to automate mundane 
tasks and HR functions, with speed and accuracy. This frees up HR personnel 
to focus on what they are best at.

CLOUD BASED 
SAAS PRODUCTS WE BUILT

OUR PRODUCTS           

We deliver customised support plans based on your business needs and 
future goals.

IT HELPDESK SUPPORT
SERVICES

We provide white label IT Support desk services for your business or 
products. Our support agents can be allocated to provide dedicated or 
shared IT support services or they can be assigned as your internal 
support team.

We hire and retain L1 & L2 agents with experience in IT issue resolutions, 
troubleshooting and diagnostic skills and remediation. They are 
continuously mentored in-house on customer service & care. We also 
have a specialized back-end team of support engineers and system / 
network administrators, along with external contacts for L3 support from 
our products and service partners.  

The IT Helpdesk Team is backed by:

 1. Centralized Helpdesk & Ticketing System

 2. Custom Service-Level Agreements with automatic escalation

 3. Priority and Response Matrix for ticket scheduling and queuing

 4. White label response templates with client branding and 
  logos

 5.          Expertise in a wide range of IT Technology skills and   
   knowledge

 6. Flexible support plans for 24/7, 8 to 5  or customized support 
  hours as needed.
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Time Tracking and Employee Management Software

WorkShiftly is an employee activity and project management software 
designed to increase productivity of your employees and manage your 
resources effectively.

With WorkShiftly, you can monitor the daily activities of your employees, the 
overall productivity, attendance, and breaks, track the status of allocated 
projects and tasks, and generate reports for analytics.
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Empowering The Village With Tech Vision

eGN is a breakthrough software platform built by the team at Thinkcube 
Connect-Emageia, for the Sri Lankan Government. Designed to be the largest 
verified national database of every citizen of Sri Lanka, eGN brings modern 
technology to the fingertips of local government agents ('Grama Niladhari’). 
eGN was recognized for excellence in digital social impact creation at the 
national e-Swabhimani awards held in March 2021.

Complete with an online citizen access portal, eGN would eliminate manual 
paper-based process, improving the accuracy, efficiency, and quality of the 
services rendered by over 14,000 local government agents.

Data gathered at the divisional level will be integrated to help national-level             
decision-making at various government bodies. eGN is designed to securely 
and cost-effectively integrate with other government institutions.

eGN provides online offline capability, human resource management, workflow 
management, dynamic form creation and geo-location tracking. Built upon 
several reusable components, eGN is an ideal platform to perform multiple 
government functions at a minimal cost. several reusable components, eGN is 
an ideal platform to perform multiple government functions at a minimal cost.
 



Multiple XERO accounts, one DASHBOARD

XBOARD was built as a utility dashboard for businesses looking for a 
centralized location to view metrics, budgets, KPI’s, forecasts, cashflows etc 
from a single viewpoint. XBOARD directly integrates with your XERO account 
allowing you to pull all the required information and build your own customized 
dashboards.

Jobs and Docs, we linked it together

We built DocShare as a next-gen, SaaS-based job & task management system, 
which integrated a document management solution, real-time chat, built 
together with workflows.

What do you get? A great tool for businesses to interact directly with customers, 
chat, accept jobs, exchange documents and get the work done — all while 
keeping track of deadlines, deliverables and job progress!
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DocShare
S H A R E  I T  S E C U R E L Y



Automated Foreign Currency Exchange Kiosk

Cubematics is a fully automated Forex Kiosk built by teaming up with the best 
hardware manufacturers to revolutionize the banking sector with 
state-of-the-art solutions. To fully automate the foreign currency exchange 
process, while following the banking regulations of Central Bank of Sri Lanka, 
we have incorporated features such as passport scanners, to provide easy but 
secure experience to the users.

The users can instantly exchange foreign currency from a Forex ATM by 
verifying their identity from a secure and a reliable environment.

Your Virtual Fund Manager

XCash is designed to auto generate cashflow forecasts for Xero users.

The application works as a virtual fund manager where the user is only 
required to input Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable data with due 
dates, to forecast the cashflow for a period of four weeks.

By integrating XCash Forecast application, businesses can predict their 
cashflow, know their future cash shortages and surpluses and make cashflow 
decisions accordingly.

You can easily access Emageia’s Xero Cash Forecast application through the 
Android app store or apple store.
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CUBEMATICS
F O R E X  K I O S K



OUR WEBSITE

www.veloxlegal.com www.itconnect.lk

www.peeptoeheels.com.au     www.fbcapac.com

www.thinkcubeconnect.io www.healthreconconnect.com

DESIGN PORTFOLIO

XLPayroll is a Robotic Process Automation tool designed to automatically 
upload payroll information from Excel files onto the Xero accounting platform. 
The bot saves imported data in Xero as a draft, for integration following 
required authorization. By integrating XLPayroll, businesses can reduce time 
spent on data entry by 70% while maintaining data accuracy. 
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XLPayroll 
Automate your Xero Payroll



EMAGEIA (PRIVATE) LIMITED
111, T.B. Jayah Mawatha

Colombo 10, Sri Lanka

+94 115 146 699

Suite 03, 1044A Dandenong Road

Carnegie, VIC 3163

 Australia

+61 039 021 8383

info@emageia.com
www.emageia.com

OUR VALUED

CLIENTS & PARTNERS

EMAGEIA (PTY) LTD
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